Violence Essay

How violence affect other people? Well, the violence affect the people in many ways. One item is when you have a friend and you push each other, and then you think that's what's that friends job and you think that the is okay. Other ways that the violence affect other people is by the gangs, when you talk something bad to another person like "You're no cute" and when you're in a relationship that you push each other and then the violence start. There are many ways to people start violence. And I think that the is no good because you can get kill.

What can you do for stop the violence? In my opinion I think that the people need to think more about the because is not really good that the violence affect you. If you know that the violence affect you have to talk with someone that you rely on the person. I'm a girl with only 14 years old and I never in my life pass that experiences
And I'm certain that if one the violence affect my life I will talk to someone to help me because I know already that is really bad that you get depression. If I would have that opportunity to help someone I will do immediately because already that things that they are passing, and I things that the violence have to end.